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PA 19: Work Environment 
 
Process Area Summary 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the Work Environment process area is to ensure that people have 
infrastructure and working procedures to perform their work effectively. 
 
Major points addressed  
The work environment process area emphasizes maintaining a work environment that 
meets the needs of stakeholders and whose availability is assured under normal, as well 
as adverse, conditions.  This involves determining work environment needs and 
requirements, establishing a description of work environment standards adopted for use 
in the organization, and ensuring that the work environment is established and maintained 
to meet current and evolving needs.  People are trained and qualified to use the work 
environment, tools and equipment are appropriately qualified and certified, new 
technology is inserted as appropriate, and work environment continuity is assured. 
 
Goal 
1. A work environment that meets stakeholder needs and requirements is 
established and maintained. (all practices) 
 
Base practice list 
BP 19.01 Determine Work Environment Needs 

Establish and maintain the needs and requirements to implement, 
operate, and sustain work environments. 

BP 19.02 Establish Work Environment Standards   
Establish and maintain a description of work environment standards and 
tailoring guidelines that meet identified needs and requirements. 

BP 19.03 Establish Work Environment 
Establish and maintain a work environment, tailored from the work 
environment standards, to meet the specific needs. 

BP 19.04 Maintain the Qualification of Components 
Maintain the required qualification of work environment components. 

BP 19.05 Maintain the Qualification of Personnel 
Ensure that personnel have the required competencies and qualifications to 
access, use, and maintain the work environment. 

BP 19.06 Maintain Technology Awareness 
Monitor, evaluate, and insert, as appropriate, new technology for 
improving the work environment. 

BP 19.07 Ensure Work Environment Continuity 
Plan and provide for continuity of the work environment. 
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Notes  
The work environment is sometimes called the support environment or the infrastructure.  
It is the work environment for both development and operations and may include 
facilities, tools, equipment, computing resources, communications systems, techniques, 
standards, workspace, laboratories, procedures, office equipment, and supplies.  The 
work environment should include appropriate procedures for operation, safety, and 
security.  Work environment stakeholders include workers, organization and enterprise 
management, and customers.  Work environments should be established and maintained 
according to appropriate standards that address the full life cycle for creation, operation, 
improvement, sustainment, and disposal.  
 
Relationships between this PA and other PAs 
All of the other process areas are employed at the appropriate life cycle phase to 
establish, operate, and maintain the work environment. The work environment is used by 
people to perform the activities of other process areas in order to achieve enterprise 
objectives for products and services. The Risk Management PA is key for assuring the 
continuity of the work environment and ultimately the continuity of the enterprise. 
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BP 19.01 Determine Work Environment Needs 
 
Establish and maintain the needs and requirements to implement, operate, and sustain 
work environments.  
 
Description  
Obtain stakeholder needs and determine the work environment requirements appropriate 
to the business.  Consider relevant regulations, laws, policies, and standards when 
developing needs and requirements.  Address an appropriate breadth of needs, including 
initial cost, cost to sustain, productivity, reliability, availability, performance, safety, and 
security in determining the work environment requirements.  Validate and maintain the 
work environment requirements to guide current work environments and future 
migrations in order to stay current with stakeholder needs. 
 
Typical Work Products  

• identified work environment regulations and laws 
• identified work environment stakeholders 
• stakeholder needs 
• work environment needs and requirements 
• requirements for safety, security, and human factors 
• requirements for failure and disaster recovery 
• work environment performance and effectiveness measures 

 
Notes 
Stakeholders include workers, management, and customers.  Retain information on 
identified stakeholders and specific users that are sources of needs and requirements.  
Include needs, requirements, and applicable laws and regulations regarding 
disadvantaged and/or handicapped stakeholders.   
 
Work environment needs and requirements are based on what is needed to develop, 
maintain, and deliver products and services, including facilities, tools, equipment, 
computing resources, transportation, utilities, communications systems, techniques, 
workspace, office equipment, and supplies. Requirements may address a required level of 
automation, e.g., the level of configuration management automation. Determine or 
examine the types of products or product lines that the work environment needs to 
address.  Consider needs for both co-located and distributed teams, as well as needs for 
work environment support services such as hotlines or help desks.  Identify any cost or 
schedule constraints. 
 
Include needs and requirements related to maintaining the safety and security of the work 
environment.  Identify characteristics of the physical environment that could be important 
for performance including noise, air quality, space, and illumination.  Identify measures 
associated with work environment performance and effectiveness and their target values. 
 
See requirements-related process areas for further information on determining needs and 
requirements (PA 01 Needs and PA 02 Requirements).
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BP 19.02 Establish Work Environment Standards 
 
Establish and maintain a description of work environment standards and tailoring 
guidelines that meet identified needs and requirements. 
 
Description 
Establish work environment standards that allow the organization and/or projects to 
benefit from commonality in tools, training, and maintenance, as well as cost savings 
from volume purchases.  Work environment standards should address the needs of all 
stakeholders and consider productivity, cost, availability, security, and workplace health, 
safety, and ergonomic factors. Work environment standards include guidelines for 
tailoring and/or waivers that allow adaptation of the work environment to meet specific 
needs. 
 
Typical Work Products 

• organizational infrastructure work environment specification 
• standard workstation hardware and software 
• standard application software 
• standard calibration equipment 
• standard production equipment 
• project specific work environment specifications for similar projects 
• tailoring guidelines for specific project applications 
• process for requesting and approving tailoring or waivers 
• traceability of the work environment specification(s) to  established standards 

 
Notes 
These standards are those adopted for use in the organization.
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BP 19.03 Establish Work Environment 
 
Establish and maintain a work environment, tailored from the work environment 
standards, to meet the specific needs. 
 
Description 
An appropriate work environment is based on requirements and work environment 
standards; it comprises an infrastructure of facilities, tools and equipment that people 
need to perform their jobs effectively in support of mission objectives. The work 
environment and its components are maintained at a level of performance and reliability 
indicated by the work environment requirements. 
 
Typical Work Products 

• office equipment and furniture 
• workspace, including individual workspace, conference rooms, meeting spaces, 

training areas, and laboratories 
• human environment controls (temperature, humidity, lighting, noise, and visual 

distraction) 
• equipment environment controls 
• communications equipment for personnel, such as telephones, facsimile  

machines, modems, and electronic mail facilities 
• procedures for operation, safety, and security 
• computers, workstations, or other computing equipment 
• network infrastructure  
• equipment and tools, such as office software, decision support software, project 

management tools, requirements management tools, design tools, configuration 
management tools, evaluation tools, test and/or evaluation equipment, production 
tools, and shipping and receiving equipment and tools 

• operating and maintenance manuals 
• maintenance records 
• maintenance and trouble shooting procedures 
• user surveys and results 
• usage and performance levels 
• work environment support services 

 
Notes 
The work environment is established upon appropriate authorization, and the total work 
environment represents the needs of the organization as a whole. An individual project, 
however, may have unique needs for selected elements of this environment. In this case, 
tailoring can allow the project to operate more efficiently.  For example, project A does 
not involve signal processing, so signal processing automation tools are tailored out of 
(i.e., not provided to) this project's automation tool set. Conversely, project B is the only 
project in the organization that has a need for automated requirements tracing, so the 
appropriate tools are tailored into (i.e., provided in addition to) this project's automated 
tool set. 
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Work environment components can be developed in house or acquired from external 
sources.  Similarly, maintenance and support of the work environment can be performed 
internally or outsourced.  Perform cost-benefit analysis to support make-buy decisions. 
 
Maintain identification, location, and inventory of work environment assets (tools, 
equipment, data, and information). 
 
Establish the work environment in time for its use in relevant activities.  Collect and 
analyze data on work environment usage and performance.  Monitor and evaluate the 
effectiveness of the work environment in meeting user needs.  Surveying end users is a 
useful way to determine adequacy of the work environment and to identify potential 
improvements.  
 
In case of computer/software security incidents, ensure protection of the state of 
programs and media.   
 
Maintain the work environment, including correcting defects, improving performance, 
and modifying the environment to keep up with changing needs.  Upgrade or add 
components, as appropriate, after piloting their effectiveness and retire or dispose of 
components that are no longer needed.   Consider all services being supported and 
attempt to optimize overall performance and maximize integration of tools within the 
environment. 
 
When disposing of work environment components, ensure that devices containing 
sensitive information are physically destroyed or that any sensitive data and licensed 
software have been removed or overwritten prior to disposal.   
 
Provide physical security and protection regarding the work environment and equipment, 
as required.  Provide users with direct access only to services they have been specifically 
authorized to use.    
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BP 19.04 Maintain the Qualification of Components 
 
Maintain the required qualification of work environment components. 
 
Description 
Work environment components include software, databases, hardware, tools, test 
equipment, and appropriate documentation.  Qualification of software includes 
configuration status, configuration audit results, build history, validation of database and 
configuration tables, and appropriate certifications.  Hardware and test equipment 
qualification includes calibration and adjustment records, traceability to calibration 
standards, and configuration status.  The need and frequency of qualification must be 
determined; qualification processes and records of qualification activities must be 
maintained to provide confidence in the instrumentation, control, or measurement 
components.  The qualification status of work environment components should be visible 
to users and the ability to change the qualification (e.g., the calibration) controlled and 
protected to prevent accidental or intentional changes. Procedures should be in place to 
identify measurement equipment that is out of calibration and take appropriate action on 
affected measurements. 
 
Typical Work Products 

• list of components requiring periodic calibration and schedule 
• calibration parameters for each component requiring calibration 
• calibration procedures 
• calibration checklist 
• calibration records 
• instrument accuracy certificates 
• safety qualification data 
• record of trends or drifts in calibration error 
• software qualification test plan/results 
• results of software tool vulnerability testing 
• corrective action procedures 

 
Notes 
Maintaining the qualification of work environment components ensures that their 
performance meets expectations. Equipment should be correctly maintained to ensure its 
continued availability and integrity.  
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BP 19.05 Maintain the Qualification of Personnel 
 
Ensure that personnel have the required competencies and qualifications to access, use, 
and maintain the work environment. 
 
Description 
Personnel using the work environment must be qualified in appropriate areas including 
authorization to access the work environment, skills to operate and maintain the 
environment, and knowledge of safety and security features and procedures. The 
qualifications must be consistent with the standards and needs of the organization.  
 
Typical Work Products 
Documented qualifications, training and evaluations for: 

• operations 
• maintenance 
• safety 
• security 

 
Notes 
The productivity, safety, and security of the work environment depend on personnel 
qualifications, training, and procedures. 
 
Consider whether supervision is required for new or inexperienced staff.  
 
Inform people about safety and security policy and procedures, correct use of information 
processing facilities, and procedures for identifying and reporting various types of safety 
and security incidents.  
 
Qualification of personnel includes qualification of third party users, if applicable. 
 
Generally, requirements related to third party access or internal controls are reflected by 
the third party contract and/or non-disclosure agreements.  In connection with third party 
access, identify and assess risks; screen applicants, as appropriate; consider offices, 
computer rooms, filing cabinets, etc., as well as logical access (e.g., databases); consider 
support staff, cleaning, catering, guards, students, consultants, contractors and other 
short-term appointments; establish/enforce controls, contract provisions, and non-
disclosure agreements, etc. 
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BP 19.06 Maintain Technology Awareness 
 
Monitor, evaluate, and insert, as appropriate, new technology for improving the work 
environment. 
 
Description 
Seek to improve the effectiveness of the work environment through the application of 
new technology.  Establish and use mechanisms to maintain technology awareness. 
Evaluate new technology and manage the insertion of appropriate technology that 
enhances stakeholder benefits.  Perform cost/benefit and impact studies for the 
application of new technology to the work environment, including impacts to enterprise 
products and services. 
 
Typical Work Products 

• subscriptions to technology publications 
• disseminated results of attendance at conferences and trade shows 
• technology insertion cost benefit analyses 
• technology integration and impact studies 
• technology insertion plan 

 
Notes 
Regularly evaluate the effectiveness of the existing environment and forecast the need for 
additional, upgraded, or new tools or work environment components.  Regularly review 
and assess external trends that might affect the work environment. 
 
Technology awareness may be maintained through conferences, professional societies, 
journals, trade shows, or benchmarking.  Maintain awareness of recent developments at 
universities and results from research laboratories. 
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BP 19.07 Ensure Work Environment Continuity 
 
 Plan and provide for continuity of the work environment. 
 
Description  
Establish and maintain plans and conduct activities to counteract interruptions to 
activities and to protect critical assets from the effects of failures or disasters. Failure 
areas that should be considered for analysis and mitigation actions include equipment, 
buildings, utilities, systems, software, and key personnel.  Safety and security should be 
considered for all assets. A work environment continuity management process should be 
implemented to reduce potential disruptions to an acceptable level through a combination 
of preventative and recovery controls. Continuity plans should be established and 
maintained to ensure that business and work environment processes can be restored 
within the required time frames, and the plans should be practiced so that they become an 
integral part of the work force culture.  
 
Typical Work Products 

• list of events and circumstances that constitute a risk to business continuity 
• analyses of potential business and work environment continuity risks 
• disaster recovery plans, contingency plans, or continuity plans 
• resource reserves to respond to disruptive events 
• training plans and material for adverse events 
• lists of appropriate back-up equipment to be available 
• back-up personnel for key personnel 
• plans and results of/for testing emergency response systems 
• posted procedures for emergencies 
• disseminated lists of key contacts and information resources for emergencies 

 
Notes 
Disasters may result from natural events (e.g., fire, flood, and storms), intentional events 
(e.g., war, terrorism, and cyber-attack), or unintentional events (e.g., equipment failures).  
Consider both external and internal sources.   
 
Plans should address alternate facilities and equipment, regular back-ups, off-site storage, 
and testing of business continuity plans and procedures.  Revise continuity plans, as 
necessary, based on changing requirements and results of tests and exercises. 
 
Apply risk management practices (see PA 13 Risk Management in the iCMM; Risk 
Management process area in CMMI) to assess, analyze, and mitigate risks to work 
environment continuity. 
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